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Abstract—Satellite-to-ground communications are currently
facing new challenges in terms of data rates. With expected
data rates as high as tens of Gbps, optical technologies should
contribute to solve the issue. Unfortunately turbulence can
severely jeopardize optical communication performance. So as
to evaluate the impact of turbulence on data rates and on
optical system design, an end-to-end code, based on phase
screen techniques, has been adapted to simulate the propagation
channel in LEO-Ground configurations. Compared to analytical
expressions, our code allows to simulate strong scintillations, joint
pointing and turbulence effects, and derivation of spatial and
temporal statistics. We illustrate the use of this tool by modeling
flux fluctuations in a telescope receiver for up and down link
between LEO satellite and an optical ground station. For downlink, the access to the experimental optical data recorded by
NICT ground station of OICETS satellite allows to discuss the
simulated results in view of the development of the future ground
to space optical links.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the space domain, laser communications can face the
demand of the future Earth Observation missions by offering significant improvements compared to classical radiofrequency communications: increased data rates with reduced
power consumption, mass and size [1].
Laser beam propagation through the atmosphere can be significantly impaired by atmospheric turbulence. To limit the influence of these perturbations on communication performance,
dedicated communications protocols must be designed. To
adapt their parameters to the specificities of the perturbations,
statistical properties of the perturbations must be accurately
known. Analytical models exist to describe turbulence effect on laser beam propagation. However their accuracy is
usually limited to the small perturbations approximation[2],
[3], [4]. For stronger perturbations, which is usually the
case for low elevation line of sights, heuristic models have
been developed, but their use is restricted to very specific
cases[5]. To model beam propagation through atmospheric
turbulence, numerical models of the propagation channel have
been developed, based on phase screen techniques[6], [7].
These tools can manage from small to very strong perturbations, they are able to consider coupled effect of pointing
jitter and turbulence and they can be adapted to simulate
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temporal evolution. For phase screen techniques the issue is
sampling (spatial and temporal) of the physical phenomena. It
requires an accurate parametrization to ensure realistic results
at a manageable computation cost. For more than a decade,
ONERA is developing its phase screen numerical model[8].
An automatically parametrized version of this model dedicated
to ground-satellite laser communications, called TURANDOT,
has been delivered to CNES. It simulates the propagation
channel for up-link and down-link user defined configurations. For validating TURANDOT for up-link, statistical spatial
characteristics of beam irradiance profile were compared to
expected beam profile[3]. In this paper we illustrate for up-link
the advantages of a phase screen algorithm for system dimensioning. For down-link, TURANDOT results were compared to
data presented by the National Institute of Information and
Communication Technology (NICT) in [9], [10], [11]. These
data were recorded on the Optical Inter-orbit Communications
Engineering Test Satellite (OICETS). We present here the
comparison of TURANDOT results with NICT measurements.
Section II presents TURANDOT. Section III illustrates the
advantages of TURANDOT for system dimensioning in an
up-link scenario. In section IV we compare TURANDOT to
OICETS down-link measurements performed by NICT.
II.
A.

TURANDOT:

TURANDOT

the automatic

PILOT

This section is dedicated to the description of TURAN is based on the phase screen algorithm
of ONERA, called PILOT (Propagation and Imaging, Laser
and Optics, through Turbulence). PILOT is dedicated to study
situations which cannot be described satisfactorily with analytical approaches such as the so-called scintillation saturation
regime, temporal evolution, anisoplanatism and laser beam
propagation. It is able to consider all type of wave-forms
(spherical, plane or truncated Gaussian beams), to deal with
high turbulence strength and extended objects (anisoplanatism
effects[12], [13], [14]). It is as well able to simulate temporal
evolution of the perturbations. For what concerns space communication systems, it deals with very low elevation angles,
DOT . TURANDOT
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temporal statistics, point-ahead angle and laser beam propagation. Besides, this simulation tool allows the joint account
of pointing and turbulence effects, emission wavefront quality
and the joint derivation of spatial and temporal statistics. It
has been used in the Astrium LOLA project ([15]) to study
the propagation channel and in the HPFDIS study leaded
by ESA to quantify the effect of atmospheric turbulence
on long range optical link with heterodyne detection and
correction. PILOT has been used to design numerous adaptive
optics (AO) systems for telecoms, laser focusing and space
observation ([16], [17], [18], [14], [19], [20]). It has been
extensively compared to analytical formulas [13], [14], [21]
and to experimental data for different applications.
In order to manage the simulation parameters issue, ONERA has developed dimensioning tools to optimize the computation time while ensuring reliable simulation results with
PILOT. For ground-LEO laser communications ONERA has
associated its phase screen dimensioning tool dedicated to
laser communications with PILOT to deliver TURANDOT, the
automatically parametrized PILOT version.
B. Inputs/outputs
The parameters of the simulation are derived from a user
defined communication scenario. User defined scenario corresponds to the definition of:
• the direction of the propagation: up-link or down-link;
• the parameters of the satellite (elevation θ, transverse
velocity vsat , the distance ground-satellite);
• the parameters of the transceivers: the emission and
reception diameters, the geometry of the transceivers,
their optical quality, pointing jitter;
• the parameters of the beam: wavelength and beam divergence at emission;
• the parameters of the atmosphere: the transverse wind
velocity vwind , the Cn2 profile or the Cn2 value at ground
level and the stability of the atmosphere depending
whether a user defined Cn2 profile has been provided or
not.
Temporal horizon and the number of samples are user-defined
inputs. User defined Cn2 profile, aberrated wavefront map at
emission and temporal series of pointing jitter can also be
loaded.
From these physical parameters, TURANDOT is able to
compute automatically the phase screen parameters: width,
spatial sampling, position along the line of sight. Parameters
are optimized to ensure a reasonable simulation duration. A
typical temporal simulation (1 s temporal serie at 10 kHz
sampling) takes 1 hour on dedicated workstation.
The outputs of TURANDOT are the instantaneous propagated
field (amplitude and phase) in the receiver aperture and several
parameters relevant to turbulence influence on beam propagation, like angle of arrival standard deviation for instance.
From the instantaneous propagated field, collected flux in the
receiver aperture and focal plane irradiance distribution can be
directly derived. The knowledge of flux fluctuations variance,
power spectral density and probability density function allows
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Fig. 1: Vertical Cn2 profile used for the up-link scenario.
to estimate communication performances and to adapt and
optimize signal coding. The robustness of corrector error
codes to the strong variability of the Cn2 profile can be
extensively investigated and corrector error codes parameters
tuned consequently.
III. U P - LINK
We present here TURANDOT results for an up-link propagation scenario. The aim is to illustrate turbulence influence on
the characteristics of the flux collected by a LEO satellite in
the case of a small divergence beam (2.5 µrad).
For this scenario the Gaussian beam waist is located in the
pupil of the emitter, the amplitude beam radius at 1/e is set
to w0 = 0.1 m. The propagation wavelength is λ = 847 nm,
the distance ground-satellite is dsat = 800 km, the satellite
transverse velocity is vsat = 8 km/s, satellite elevation is
θ = 20◦ , receiver aperture diameter is Dsat = 0.3 m. With
these parameters a diffraction limited beam would have a 1/e
diameter in amplitude of approximately 2.1 m in the receiver
plane. No pointing jitter is considered here, in order to focus
on turbulence effects.
TURANDOT enables to take into account the effect of a natural wind which is added to the screens displacement caused by
the satellite movement. In the up-link case, an homogeneous
wind profile with a transverse velocity vwind = 10 m/s is
assumed. The vertical Cn2 profile used for the simulation is
presented in figure 1. For high altitude layers, it corresponds
to a Hufnagel-Valley profile [22], for low altitude layers Cn2
decreases against altitude with a similitude power law in
h−4/3 . This power law is typical of a day-time atmosphere
above a rural area[23], [24]. The turbulence profile is chosen
to ensure a Cn2 =2 10−13 m−2/3 at ground level. The Fried
diameter for a plane wave computed along the path is r0
=10 cm. Time sampling is performed at 20 kHz, 1000 samples
are simulated. The simulation takes less than 4 minutes on a
dedicated workstation.
Evolution of the flux collected in the receiver aperture normalized to the emitted flux on a duration of 50 milliseconds is
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Fig. 2: Collected flux in the receiver aperture normalized to
the emitted flux on a 50 ms duration.

Fig. 4: Normalized temporal correlation of the flux collected
by the receiver aperture on a 50 ms duration.

Fig. 5: Intensity beam profile in receiver plane at two instants.
The horizontal size of the image corresponds to 64 m. The
cross indicates the satellite position.
Fig. 3: Temporal power spectral density of the flux collected
by the receiver aperture for a 50 ms duration.

presented in figure 2. The average flux is approximately 0.002.
It theoretically corresponds to the ratio of the aperture surface
2
(πDsat
/4) on the size of the turbulence induced diffrac2
tion pattern λdsat /r0 . We find here πDsat
/4/(λdsat /r0 ) =
−3
1.5 10 . The difference can be explained by numerical
convergence. The figure clearly shows how strong can be the
variations of the flux caused by atmospheric turbulence. The
normalized flux fluctuations variance is 0.4.
Temporal power spectral density of flux fluctuations is
plotted in figure 3. Analysis of the figure enables the identification of a power law for high temporal frequencies close
to f −5 . This is consistent with the f −14/3 expected power law
according to [25], [26].
Normalized temporal correlation of the flux is presented in
figure 4. Normalized temporal correlation drops below 0.5 for
the temporal correlation time T c = 1 ms.
Results presented here illustrate the impact of turbulence on
flux fluctuations in the case of a small divergence Gaussian
beam. In this case, the beam radius at emission and the Fried
diameter are very close. Turbulence effects on the beam profile
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mostly consist in a beam wander, the strong flux variations in
the receiver are therefore mainly due to the beam movement.
This is confirmed by the analysis of the beam intensity profile
in the receiver plane, showed in figure 5. On the left the
beam position corresponds to the minimum of collected flux
(see figure 2, T = 5.75 ms). On the right the beam position
corresponds to the maximum of the collected flux (see figure
2, T = 28.45 ms). Colorscale is logarithmic. The intersections
of the dotted lines correspond to the optical axis (theoretical
receiver position). The receiver aperture size (30 cm) is small
compared to that of intensity structures. The maximum flux
corresponds to a beam centered on the satellite location. The
minimum flux results from a displacement of the beam larger
than the beam radius. We illustrate here the influence of beam
wander on flux fluctuations. According to TURANDOT, the
standard deviation of angle of arrival, computed from the beam
displacement in receiver plane, is 3 µrad. So, pointing jitters
smaller than this should ensure a system design limited by
turbulence effects and not by pointing errors.
We illustrate here the interest of TURANDOT. It gives access
to temporal varying series (several seconds) of collected flux.
Data analysis of the temporal series delivers information
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Elevation
23.5◦
35.1◦

Distance
[ km]
1262
963

Velocity
[ km/s]
5.9
7.5

σχ2
0.12
0.07

r0
[m ]
0.06
0.07

Fig. 6: Parameters of TURANDOT in the down-link scenario.
σχ2 and r0 are computed from the Cn2 profile along the line of
sight.

for dimensioning laser communication systems, the temporal
correlation length gives for example access to the burst error
duration. This is crucial to determine the adequate packet size
and coding length of the signal. Furthermore, turbulence effects and pointing errors are simultaneously taken into account
on the propagated field and consequently on the signal. For
the small divergence case considered here, turbulence effect
mostly consists in a beam wander. Pointing jitter should be
kept smaller than 3 µrad for being neglected.

Fig. 7: Power spectral density of the collected flux, 23,5◦ measurements (black △), simulation results (red ⋄, continuous
line).

IV. D OWN - LINK
A. OICETS- NICT experiment
TURANDOT results are now compared with experimental
measurements of NICT optical ground station. Data were
collected during bi-directional ground-satellite laser communication experiments performed between October 2008 and
January 2009[9], [10], [11]. During these experiments the flux
emitted by the Laser Utilizing Communications Equipment
(LUCE) aboard OICETS have been recorded on a pin-photo
diode with a 5 cm aperture. The sampling frequency of the
flux measurement was 20 kHz. Various satellite elevations
were considered. We focus here on data gathered during the
night of December 23, 2008 and selected two elevations : 23.5
◦
and 35.1 ◦ .

B. Simulation
The parameters of the experiment relevant to the numerical
simulation are reported in table 6. Transverse velocities of the
satellite are deduced from antenna slew rate presented in figure
5 of [27]. The laser wavelength is 847 nm and beam diameter
of the receiver on OICETS is 12 cm.
The vertical Cn2 profile is chosen to be representative of
experimental conditions. As the line of sight is mostly above
an urban area, a Hufnagel-Valley Cn2 profile with a h−4/3
power law for low altitude layers is chosen. The ground level
Cn2 is set to ensure a plane wave Fried diameter [28] of r 0
= 7 cm (@λ = 847 nm) for θ = 35.1◦ . This leads to Cn2
= 3.5 10−14 m−2/3 at ground level. Log-amplitude variance,
denoted σχ2 , computed using the Cn2 profile projected along the
line of sight and the usual analytical formula for plane wave
taken from [2] are reported in table 6. The Fried diameter
for each elevation is also reported in table 6. We assume
an identical vertical profile in both cases. This might not be
the case during the experiment, because of the difference of
elevation.
Temporal series of collected flux in the receiver aperture are
simulated for the two elevations. Total duration of a temporal
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Fig. 8: Power spectral density of the collected flux, 35,1◦ measurements (black △), simulation results (red ⋄, continuous
line).

serie is 80 ms, simulation sampling frequency is 20 kHz. The
simulation of the 1600 time samples for one elevation takes
10 minutes on a workstation.
C. Experimental and simulated data analysis
Statistical characteristics are derived here from the analysis
of simulated data. Power spectral densities (PSD) of the
measurements reported in [27] are compared to PSD computed from the temporal series simulated with TURANDOT.
Measured PSD are plotted in black △ in figure 7 for θ
=23.5◦ and in figure 8 for θ =35.1◦. Numerical simulation
results are plotted in red ⋄ and continuous line. A significant
agreement between numerical simulation and experimental
results is demonstrated for both elevations. The global trend
of the experimental PSD is well fitted by the numerical one,
cut-off frequencies and asymptotic trends are observed in both
cases.
Measured normalized temporal correlation are plotted in
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Fig. 9: Normalized temporal correlation, 23,5 ◦ measurements
(black △), simulation results (red ⋄, continuous line).

Fig. 10: Normalized temporal correlation, 35,1 ◦ measurements
(black △), simulation results (red ⋄, continuous line).
black △ in figure 9 for θ =23.5◦ and on figure 10 for θ
=35.1◦. Numerical simulation results are plotted in red ⋄ and
continuous line.
Analysis of the normalized temporal correlation enables to
evaluate the correlation time Tc . It corresponds to the duration
where the temporal correlation drops below 0.5. Correlation
time is reported in table 11 for the two elevations.
For θ =35.1◦, the difference between measurements and
numerical results is 5%, which is very good. The precision is
worse for θ = 23.5◦. The largest uncertainty comes from the
Cn2 and wind profiles chosen for simulation. Considering the
precision of temporal correlation it appears that the assumption
Elevation
23.5◦
35.1◦

Measured [ µs ]
500
400

Simulated [ µs ]
600
380

Fig. 11: Temporal correlation T c for both elevations, obtained
from measurements (left) and from simulation results (right).
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we made on these two profiles seems more justified for θ
=35.1◦ than for θ =23.5◦ .
According to table 11, Tc increases when the elevation
decreases. This can be explained physically with a very
simple single layer description. Let us consider that the main
contribution to the scintillation phenomena comes from a
single turbulent layer located at a distance z from the receiver
for elevation θ. Phase perturbations due to this layer cause
√
in the receiver plane speckle patterns with typical size λz.
The temporal correlation of speckle patterns movements is
proportional to the time needed for a speckle pattern to cross
the aperture, that is:
p
λz(θ)
Tc (θ) ∝
(1)
ω(θ)z(θ)
where ω(θ) is the transverse angular velocity of the satellite at
elevation θ. With this single layer description the influence of
wind velocity can be neglected in first approximation. Assuming the turbulence layer altitude (distance from ground) does
not depend on elevation, its position along the line of sight for
two elevations θ and θ′ must satisfy z(θ) = z(θ′ ) sin θ′ / sin θ.
This enables to relate Tc (θ) and Tc (θ′ ) according to:

1/2
ω(θ) sin θ′
′
Tc (θ ) = Tc (θ)
.
(2)
ω(θ′ ) sin θ
We find for the measurements Tc (θ′ = 23.5◦ ) = 550 µs to be
compared with 500 µs, and for the simulated results Tc (θ′ =
23.5◦ ) = 527 µs to be compared with 600 µs. The single layer
description enables to explain the most important part of the
decorrelation. The remaining differences can be due to other
layers, particularly to the low altitude ones whose effect must
be taken into account especially for low elevations, because
of their high Cn2 .
The Cn2 profile appears here a key parameter of the representativeness of the simulations. The difficulty is to be able
to measure it simultaneously to data acquisition. A solution
could be to exploit scintillation pattern power spectral density
in a large enough receiver aperture [29], [30]. Another could
be to use a dedicated instrument[21], [31].
V. C ONCLUSION
TURANDOT is a numerical tool developed at ONERA to
simulate turbulence induced flux fluctuations for ground to
satellite laser communication systems. The ability to simulate
realistic temporal series of flux fluctuations will ease the
dimensioning of laser communication systems. Thanks to
the automatic parametrization of simulation parameters (samplings in particular) TURANDOT is user friendly. In addition
to this, it makes system design optimization easier and more
relevant because a wide panel of communications scenario can
be considered. To illustrate the potential interest of TURANDOT
we presented here an analysis of temporal series computed in
an up-link and two down-link cases. For up-link the case of
a small divergence beam has been studied. It has been shown
that beam wander is the main turbulence effect. It can cause
strong flux fluctuations with a typical correlation time of 1 ms.
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The standard deviation of the beam angle of arrival is 3 µrad.
It gives clues on the precision required for tracking. For downlink TURANDOT results have been compared to experimental
measurements performed by NICT on OICETS presented
in [27]. Numerical simulation and measurements agree well
despite uncertainty on the Cn2 profile and on the wind profile.
More realistic results might be obtained if they were known
with a better accuracy. Forthcoming experiments at low elevation (below 20◦ ) will be performed simultaneously to Cn2
profile measurements. To deal with these strong perturbations
situations, TURANDOT code will be upgraded and exploited.
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